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REVIEW

After having owned the Console One for 
some time, I’ll admit that it hasn’t been 
used quite as much as it could have been. 
Even though I grew up mixing on SSLs, 

and found the emulation pretty accurate, loved the 
intuitive interface, (even with a few irritations, like 
back-to-front bandwidth knobs compared to real 
SSLs) and found myself working efficiently, I found 
that I sometimes still hankered after some of my 
favourite plugins to which I have become addicted. 
Things like UAD Fairchild and Harrison emulations, 
Maag and Opticom. Yes, you can swap out the 
different sections and replace with other Softube 
plug-ins, but faffing about like that slows you down 
and rather defeats the object of the Console One’s 
speedy workflow. Although already intuitive and fast 
to use, I did some slight customisation by putting 
coloured stickers on some of the EQ knob tops to 
replicate the SSL colour scheme which helped speed 
up knob identification. And whenever I come back 
to Console One I find it thoroughly rewarding. As 
well as the SSL 4000 Series strip, there is an optional 
9000K strip useful for a tighter, modern sound. 
Recently Softube introduced another optional channel 
strip: with no official endorsements, this is named 
the British Class A. It’s not hard to decipher that this 
is based on emulations of different vintage Neve 
component sections. 

I firstly explored BCA’s EQ, which is a rather 
different prospect than either of the SSLs. One thing 
to note is that when the EQ is enabled, the frequency 
display is not exactly flat, but exhibits a little HF lift 
and mid dip. This is apparently authentic to original 
1970s Neve EQs, but can be disabled by completely 
bypassing the EQ. Unlike the sweeps of the SSL, you 
get fixed frequency settings. For the high band there 
are 10, 12 or 16kHz, and then an OFF position. The 
High Mid has OFF, 360Hz, 700Hz, then 1.6, 3.2, 
4.8 and 7.2kHz. Low Mid exactly duplicates the 
High Mid band, while the Low band has settings 
for OFF, 35, 60, 110 and 220Hz. The Mid bands’ Q 
knobs are simply calibrated 1 to 10, with a sharper 
peak at 10 but still a fairly wide bandwidth range, 
and this is really a pretty subtle change at low boosts 
or cuts — it’s only when you get radical that there’s 
much of a difference. The Bell positions of the High 

and Low bands’ buttons are non-functioning, simply 
staying at Shelf setting, but the Cut positions act as 
filters. This gives you a further choice of frequencies 
compared to the provided dedicated filters (or allows 
you to double up for incredibly steep filtering). It will 
also let you retain filtering for the main signal when 
you route the filters to the Compressor sidechain — 
which can be useful. The Low Cut is at a choice of 
OFF, 45, 70, 160 or 360Hz, while High Cut is at 6, 
8, 10, 14 or 18kHz (then OFF).

I missed having a more surgical low mid cut — 
the Neve style is very broad, so occasionally I found 
the need to swap in another EQ or add an additional 
plug-in to take out a bit of mud. But overall, the 
smooth and fat Neve-style EQ served most mixing 
situations very well.

The Compressor section retains the same settings 
corresponding to the knobs found on the Console 
One: Ratio (stepped settings are 1.5, 2, 3, 4 and 
6:1), Attack (3, 6, 12, 20 and 30ms), Release (100, 
200, 400 and 800ms, 1.5s and Auto), Threshold 
(+20 to -21dB fully clockwise) and the Wet/Dry 
parallel knob (which you certainly didn’t get on 
1970s mixing consoles, but which can come in 
handy!) Much like the EQ, this is a rather broader, 
simpler and slower sort of processing than the SSL. 
Auto release seems very laid back, often slower 
than 1.5s to let go. The Shape section comprises a 
fairly simple Gate, based on “lesser-known classic 
British units from this era”. The Gate knob controls 
Threshold, the Punch knob now controls Depth 
(range) which goes from 8dB down to 34dB, and 
Release is re-named Recovery, simply calibrated 0 
to 10. Zero is pretty fast, but this is a comparatively 
slow gate and works well for a bit of noise reduction 
without clicks or pops.

The Drive section emulates the 1970s Marinair 
transformer-based input section of a 1970s console. 
Cranking it up makes the signal louder — there is 
no automatic compensation so you have to counter 
this by juggling the level for fair comparisons. The 
Drive Character knob boosts aggressive mids when 
turned clockwise (which was great for bringing out 
a plectrum-played bass guitar), or dulls and warms 
when turned left (which melded a female lead vocal 
wonderfully). There is plenty enough boost range 

here to make things cook, and it sounds convincingly 
analogue and juicy.

For true emulation of a vintage console you need 
to put a bit of work in setting the Drive appropriately. 
Of course you could just turn it up a bit on every 
channel, but I almost wish I didn’t have to think 
about it, for a more authentic console experience. If 
you’re not bothered by authenticity you can mix and 
match your own channel strip and set it as a default, 
with, say the BCA EQ and the SSL Expander/Gate, 
with perhaps another Softube compressor such as 
the FET or the new Drawmer S73. And of course you 
can still make use of Console One’s other flexibilities, 
like the provision for sidechaining the Filters, or 
re-ordering the processing. You can also handily key 
the Compressor or Shape section from a Sidechain 
using the usual Pro Tools routing, setting it with a 
dedicated button top right.

Even though the Console One was designed with 
the SSL strip firmly in mind, the British Class A strip 
slots in well, and the controls still make sense. All 
the utility functions like moving channels around 
to correspond with the DAW, copying EQs, applying 
functions to all channels and so on still prove to have 
been extremely well thought-out. I still wish that it 
was possible for a visually accurate representation of 
the emulated EQ or compressor to pop up onscreen 
when adjusting settings. Although the Console One’s 
onscreen display window is informative and clear, 
there’s a part of me that wants to see a big old-
fashioned blue console strip. Or an SSL channel. 
But the emulations sound terrific, and this is still a 
really great way of putting a mix together, whether 
your tastes are for 1970s, 1980s or 1990s console 
characteristics.

Console One can now integrate with Presonus 
Studio One, which turns the Console into something 
of a DAW controller, with channel selection following 
the channel buttons, Solo and Mute buttons 
optionally controlling the corresponding buttons in 
Studio One, the output volume controlling the fader, 
and even Sends controlled with the Drive knobs. 
The advantage with faders and mutes is immense, 
as although you can achieve their functions within 
Console One, there is of course no visual feedback 
from the DAW itself when doing so. n
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